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Polarization visualization and selection of biotissue
image two-layer scattering medium
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Abstract. We analyze and experimentally test the concept of laser
polarization biotissue probing. The methods of increasing the SNR in
coherent images of the optically anisotropic architectonics of the mor-
phological biotissue structure are considered. The possibilities of po-
larization selection and contrasting of such images screened by other
biotissues are examined. The influence of the depolarization degree of
the scattered background on the SNR is investigated. The possibilities
of polarization correction of the probing beam for contrasting biotis-
sue images are analyzed. © 2005 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engi-
neers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1854674]
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1 Introduction
Light-based techniques are becoming an increasingly popula
method of probing heavily scattering media such as body tis
sue ~for a review see Ref. 1, also see Ref. 2!. For surface
tissue or thin tissue samples it is possible to use the coheren
or polarization properties of the light.3–9

At the same time, the level of depolarization of initially
polarized light, as well as the mode of changing the polariza
tion from one type to another10–15 remain the informative pa-
rameters characterizing biological tissue~BT! structure. It was
determined that the length of the pathway of light, on which
its complete depolarization occurs, is a characteristics of BT
of different morphological structures and pathological states

It was determined that light can propagate in skin with a
length of approx. 1.2 mm, retaining its linear polarization.
This enables obtaining informational images of
macroinhomogeneities11–13and simultaneous recording of the
birefringence and optical activity14,16–22of BT.

A reasonable choice of the laser beam polarization stat
remains an urgent task. According to the data obtained13 dif-
ferent BTs or the same BTs in various pathological or func-
tional states present different reactions to probing by ligh
with linear and circular polarization. At the same time, the
problems of polarization selection of images of different lay-
ers of BT with a simultaneous increase of the relation to ‘‘sig-
nal noise’’ in the image of optically anisotropic structures,
which are screened by the other BT layer, remain inad
equately explored. This can be used in novel elaborations i
the field of optical coherence tomography~OCT!, connected
with direct recording of Mueller matrix images of succes-
sively located BT layers.

Therefore, it would be important to extend the theoretical
and experimental background of studies of optical propertie
of biotissues using polarized light at least in two ways. First,
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it might be important to expand our understanding of t
transformation of polarized radiation by biotissues using
formalism of the Stokes vector and the Muller matrix. T
second urgent task is to analyze the vector structure of
dom laser fields aimed at subsequent development of meth
for the polarization selection of such fields.

1.1 Objective of the Paper
This paper studies the possibilities of using polarization me
ods to improve the SNR in images of optically anisotrop
structures~collagen and myosin networks, hematomas, n
plasms, etc.! in the case when the biotissue being probed
screened by another biotissue. We consider two situatio
singly and multiply scattering object scenes.

2 Theoretical Modeling

2.1 Monolayers—Single Scattering

2.1.1 General remarks
On the basis of information about morphological biotiss
structure,23–25 the following model scheme is suggested. B
otissue generally consists of two phases: amorphous and
tically anisotropic ones. The optically anisotropic compone
of the biotissue possesses two levels of organizatio
crystalline and architectonics ones.

Optically coaxial organic fibrillae forming collagen, ela
tin, myosin fibers, mineralized~hydroxylapatite crystals! and
organic fibers, etc. can be included in the crystallite lev
Architectonic nets of such biotissues as skin derma~SD!,
muscle~MT!, and bone tissues~BnT! are morphologically the
most typical.

The architectonics of SD is formed by statistically orient
bundles of collagen fibrillae~Fig. 1!. The diameter of the
fibrilla is between 0.5 and 2mm. Parallel bundles of fibrillae
form a fiber, the diameter of which is 5 to 7mm ~papilary

1083-3668/2005/$22.00 © 2005 SPIE
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Fig. 1 Model representation of SD architectonics.
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layer23!, and in the net layer, it reaches 30mm. A collagen
bundle, the average diameter of which changes from 100 t
200 mm, is considered to be the highest structural unit of
optically active collagen~birefringence valueDn'1023).

BnT represents a system, consisting of the trabeculae@Fig.
2~a.1!# layer and osteons@Fig. 2~a.2!#. The optically active
matrix consists of hydroxylapatite crystals@Dn'1021 ~Ref.
24!#, the long~optical! axes of which are oriented along the
longitudinal axis of collagen fibers@Fig. 2~b!#. They are lo-
cated between microfibrillae, fibrillae, and collagen fibers,
forming a separate continuous mineral phase. Collagen fibe
are spatially armored elements in the mineral matrix. The
bone trabeculae fiber orientation is ordered and parallel t
h
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their plane@Fig. 2~c!#. For BnT osteons, the spatially spira
orientation of the armored collagen fibers is realized.

MT is a structuralized, spatially ordered system of prote
bundles, consisting of optically isotropic actin and anisotro
myosin25 ~Fig. 3!.

2.1.2 Optical characteristics

Optical properties of the primary~crystallite! level of BT or-
ganization are characterized by a Mueller operator of the
lowing kind23:
Q5I 1 0 0 0

0 @sin2~d/2!cos 2r1cos2~d/2!# @0.5 sin 4r sin2~d/2!# ~2sin 2r sind!

0 @0.5 sin 4r sin2~d/2!# @2sin2~d/2!cos 2r1cos2~d/2!# ~cos 2r sind!

0 ~sin 2r sind! ~2cos 2r sind! @2 cos2~d/2!21#

I . ~1!
and

er,
ther

r.
ce
tic

kes
Here r is the orientation of optical axis resulting from the
direction of the packing of anisotropic fibrillae~collagen myo-
sin, elastin, hydroxyapatite, etc.!; andd is the value of phase
shift, performed by their substance between ordinary and non
ordinary waves.

2.2 Two-Layer Scattering Medium
Recently applications of the Monte Carlo technique in optics
of BT have been successfully developed.26–29 The known al-
gorithms enable us to take into account several BT layers wit
various optical properties. With its high accuracy and univer-
sality, the time factor remains the main drawback of Monte
Carlo techniques.

The elaboration of new Mueller matrix OCT~MMOCT!
techniques30–38 requires the creation of efficient, compara-
tively practical methods of probing the polarization of BT,
-

based on the mathematical formalisms of Stokes vectors
Mueller matrices.

Let a light field, described by Stokes vectorS(0), propagate
within a two-layer optically heterogeneous medium~Fig. 4!.
Due to light-scattering on the heterogeneity of the first lay
the biotissue under study is irradiated by a beam with ano
Stokes vectorS(1)5YS(0), whereY is a matrix of radiation
light scattering resulting from the screening biotissue laye

During the interaction of radiation with the subsurfa
layer an object field is formed, the polarization characteris
features of which can be described by the vectorS(2)

5XYS(0). Here X is a matrix of the light scattering of the
investigated biotissue.

The radiation detector measures the light field, the Sto
vector of which takes the following form:S(X)5YXYS(0) and
S(Y)5YS(0).
-2 January/February 2005 d Vol. 10(1)
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Fig. 2 Model representation of bone tissue structure.
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If one takes into account the multiple acts of object reirra-
diation @S(3)# and the further outlet of the component of lu-
minous flux into external medium@S(* )#, it is possible to
write it as follows:S(* )5YXYXYS(0).

Proceeding from the assumption of the independence o
the statistical structure of biotissue layers the resulting ligh
field can be presented by the partial vector sum:

S~Z!5S~Y!1S~X!1S~* !, ~2!

which takes the following matrix form:

Z5Y1YXY1YXYXY1¯ ~3!

whereZ is the resulting matrix of light-scattering by a two-
layer object scene.

First let us consider the first two constituent parts, i.e., le
us assume

Y1YXY@YXYXY. ~4!
014010Journal of Biomedical Optics
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From an analysis of Eqs.~3! and ~4!, one can conclude tha
under determined conditions—i.e., having the informati
concerning matricesZ andY—it is possible to define the ma
trix X structure statistically:

X5~Z2Y!Y21Y21. ~5!

HereY21 is the inverse matrix ofY.

2.2.1 Investigation of transformation of types and
forms of laser field polarization in heterogeneous
object scenes
Let us consider the possibilities of determining polarizati
structure of laser radiation scattered by biotissue layers.

It is successfully possible to demonstrate the determina
of polarization characteristic features of partial scatte
fluxes(axbx ;ay ,by) from the following equations:23
Fig. 3 Model representation of muscle tissue structure.
-3 January/February 2005 d Vol. 10(1)
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Fig. 4 Model scheme.
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ax,y50.5 arctan

3S f 32 cos 2a0 cos 2b01 f 33 sin 2a0 cos 2b01 f 34 sin 2b0

f 22 cos 2a0 cos 2b01 f 23 sin 2a0 cos 2b01 f 24 sin 2b D ,

~6!

bx,y50.5 arcsin~ f 42cos 2a0 cos 2b01 f 43sin 2a0 cos 2b0

1 f 44sin 2b0!, ~7!

wherea0 andb0 are polarization azimuths and ellipticity of
the probing laser beam, andf ik are the elements of the partial
light-scattering matrices.

Thus, if we have the information concerning matricesZ
and Y, we can ‘‘construct’’ matrixX, i.e., one is able to de-
termine polarization structure of a signal(ax ,bx), reflected
by the object being probed.
014010Journal of Biomedical Optics
2.2.2 Technique of polarization—phase information
selection in random fields of coherent radiation
The idea of the technique of polarization-phase extraction
an object image against a background of impediments
based on determining polarization structure(ax ,bx ;ay ,by)
of the resulting light fieldS(2) by using the measured matrice
Y andZ with the further polarization compensation of a bac
ground signal componentS(Y).

One can essentially decrease the intensity value of the s
tered background polarization component while the inten
of object signal remains considerable. The latter is possible
placing a polarization filter before the photodetector. The fil
consists of an analyzer and quarter-wave plate. Figure 5 d
onstrates the mechanism of increasing the relation of ‘‘sig
to noise’’ ~RSN! being determined as follows:
Fig. 5 Scheme of polarization-phase extraction of the informative signal: I0 is the intensity of the resulting laser beam; and IS is the output intensity
of the informative signal.
-4 January/February 2005 d Vol. 10(1)
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Polarization visualization and selection . . .
h5103@12cos~ay* 2ax* !cos 2bx* #, ~8!

where ay* is the azimuth of background signal polarization
after passing through phase platel/4; and ax* and bx* are
informative signals for the azimuth and ellipticity after pass-
ing through the quarter-wave plate. The axis of the latter is
oriented in a special way, thus, the ellipticity of background
signal polarizationby* 50; the constant103 characterizes the
linearity of polarizer-analyzer.

By orienting the greatest speed axis at the angleV5ay*
one can obtain the following polarization characteristic fea-
tures of the informative and background signals:

bx* 50.5 arcsin$cos 2bx sin@2~u2ax!#%, ~9!

ax* 50.5 arccos

3H 0.5 cos 2bx@cos~4u22ax!1cos 2ax#sin 2bx sin 2u

cos 2bx*
J ,

~10!

ay* 50.5 arccos$0.5 cos 2by@cos~4u22ay!

2sin 2by sin 2u#%, ~11!

by* 50. ~12!

Thus, the RSN within the optical field under registration has
the value

h05
I S

I N
5

PSI S1DSI S

PNI N1DNI N
, ~13!

where I S and I N are the intensities of informative and back-
ground signals, respectively~Fig. 5!; and PS , DS , PN , and
DN are the polarization and depolarization levels of these
components of the scattered radiation field.

By orienting the greatest speed axis of the phase element
the anglep/21ax* , it is possible to increase the RSN level
like this:

hs5
PSI S cos2 §10.5DSI S

kPNI N10.5DNI N
, ~14!

wherek51023 is the level of radiation intensity of a com-
pletely polarized signal component passed through the ana
lyzer; andz is the angle between the fluctuation area of elec-
trical intensity vector of completely polarized constituent part
of informative signal and analyzer axis directionA ~Fig. 5!. In
addition 50% of the intensity of the completely depolarized
constituent parts is passed through the analyzer. Thus, th
increase of the RSN ratio resulting from using the polarization
compensation technique has the following value:

h5
hs

h0
5

PS cos2 §10.5DS

kPN10.5DN
, ~15!

where
014010Journal of Biomedical Optics
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cos2 §5
sin2~ay* 2ax* !1cos2~ay* 2ax* !tan2 bx*

11tan2 bx*
.

~16!

An analysis of Eqs.~15! and~16! shows that maximal level of
the RNS is achieved if the following conditions are fulfilled

§→ p

2
,

~17!

by* →0.

3 Computer Modeling, Analysis, and Discussion
3.1 Single Scattering
Figure 7 presents the results of computer modeling the dis
butions of the coefficienth(a0 ,Q) for an object scene with
the following parameters of birefringence:Dnx50.1, Dny

50.03 @Fig. 7~a!#, and 0.08@Fig. 7~b!#, and the preferable
directions of orientations of biotissues architectonics fibe
Dr5rx2ry520 deg@see Eq.~1!#. The results of these cal
culations enable us to make the following conclusions:

1. The efficiency of polarization selection of the inform
tive signal is highly sensitive to the azimuthal geome
of the probe. The coefficienth(a0 ,Q) has a rather
complicated topological distribution, and the value
this coefficient ranges from 0 tom5103.

2. The extremal level ofh(a0 ,Q) for all the angular ar-
rangements is localized around the azimuthal angle
polarization of the probing beama05Dr.

3. The decrease in the difference of anisotropy lev
(Dnx and Dny) in biotissues is accompanied by th
formation of additional extrema@h(a0 ,Q)#/Q i5const

for all the values of azimuthal anglesa0 .

Let us analyze these results. As follows from bounda
conditions @Eq. ~17!#, the extrema increase in the SNR
achieved when the background signal is linearly polarized
this case, the intensity of the background signal can be
duced to the level ofm21I N . Such a background suppressio
is achieved when the azimutha0 coincides with the anisot-
ropy directionry of screening biotissue~this direction is mea-

Fig. 6 Level of the SNR as a function of the depolarization degree of
the background signal.
-5 January/February 2005 d Vol. 10(1)
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Fig. 7 Dependencies of the improvement factor of the SNR, where u is scattering angle.
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sured fromrx), i.e., a05Dr. Thus, an extreme line should
exist in the distributionh(a0 ,Q) for all the scattering angles
Q.

On the other hand, Eqs.~9! to ~12! show that the level of
the background and informative signals considerably depend
on the relations between the partial matrix elements$xik% and
$yik%. The values of these elements fluctuate in different
ways, depending onDnx , Dny , andQ ~Ref. 23!. Therefore, a
linearly polarized background and the relevant extremum
linesh(a0 ,Q)/Q i5constmay be observed within a broad range
of a0 @Figs. 7~b!#.

Figure 8 displays the dependences characterizing the tran
formation of the polarization structure of the background(I N)
and informative(I S) signals in response to variations in the
azimutha0 of the probing beam. These results were obtained
for the following scattering angles:Q50 deg@Figs. 8~a! and
8~d!#, Q535 deg@Figs. 8~b! and 8~e!#, andQ555 deg@Figs.
8~c! and 8~f!#. The left-hand column corresponds to anisot-
ropy parametersDnx50.1 and Dny50.03, while the right-
hand column corresponds to anisotropy parametersDnx50,
andDny50.08.

The analysis of these data reveals a correlation betwee
zero values of the ellipticity of the background signal
by* (a05Dr) ~curves 3! and the extremal level of the im-
provement factor of the SNR ratioh(a0 ,Q)→m, which is
observed for arbitrary values of polarization parameters of th
informative signalax* 2ay* 5Da andbx* ~curves 1 and 2 in
Fig. 8!.

For other values of the azimuthal anglea0 of polarization
of the probing beam, two field components of scattered lase
radiation are generally elliptically polarized. Therefore, the
level of the coefficienth(a0 ,Q) becomes much lower, van-
ishing aroundbx* 'bx* .

The choice of the optimal scattering angleQ ~with a0
5Dr) and the optimal polarization plane for scattering angles
corresponding to the extremal situation,@h(a0 ,Q)#/Q i5const,
is important for the photometry of the informative signalI S .
This is due to the fact that, when the extremal level
h(a0 ,Q)5m is achieved, the polarization structure of the
informative signal differs for different values ofa0 andQ.
014010Journal of Biomedical Optics
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Figure 8 displays a series of dependences ofI S calculated
for the directionsa0520 deg @Fig. 8~a!#, Q535 deg @Fig.
8~b!#, andQ555 deg@Fig. 8~c!# of extrema of the coefficient
h(a0 ,Q).

Analysis of these results shows that, when the minim
background level(m21I N) is achieved, the informative signa
may vary within a broad dynamic range of three orders
magnitude~from 1023 to 1!. An optimal photometric situation
is achieved when the boundary conditions for the polarizat
state of the object signal produced by a biotissue@Eqs.~17!#
are satisfied.

3.2 Multiple Scattering
Let us reconsider the analysis of Eqs.~15! and ~16!. The
bright dependency ofh curves on the polarization conditio
of the probing beam(a0 ,b0) angle characteristics makes th
necessity to solve the tasks of polarization optimization, i
selection of optimal characteristic features of the probe be
whenT is a maximum obtained value. Let us consider first t
situation of linearly polarized scattering fields. Let us stu
function h(a0) for its extremum:

dh

da
5

]h

]j

]j

]a0
1

]h

]bx*

]bx*

]a0
50. ~18!

One can conclude from Eq.~18! that for polarizational prob-
ing of two-layer scattered medium the polarizationally op
mal ones will be Eqs.~17!. Equations~17! are possible when
the polarization azimuth of the probing laser beam satis
the following conditions:

a0* 50.5 arctan
q11~q1

224q2q3!1/2

2q3
,

q152@y32~x331x22!1x32~y331y22!#,
~19!

q25x32y231x22y22,

q35x23y321x33y33.
-6 January/February 2005 d Vol. 10(1)
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Fig. 8 Polarization structure of the background and informative signals.
l- dh

db
5

]h

]j

]j

]b0
1

]h

]bx*

]bx*

]b0
50, ~20!
Analogous results can be achieved by using polarization e
lipticities of the probing beam at the constant value of polar-
ization azimuth(a05const).

The optimal value will be that of polarization ellipticity
~Fig. 9!, which is defined by the following equation solution:
014010-7Journal of Biomedical Optics January/February 2005 d Vol. 10(1)
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Fig. 9 Transfer function of the informative signal level.
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b0* 520.5

3arctanF ~x321x22!cos 2a0* 1~x331x23!sin 2a0*

x341x24
G .
~21!

As we can see from Eq.~15!, the depolarization parameterD
noticeably lowers the improvement factor of the SNR in mul-
tiply scattering object scenes. This tendency is shown in Fig
6, which illustrates the lowering in the improvement factor of
the SNR with a decrease in the polarization degree on a loga
rithmic scale. As we can see from this figure, forP5~12D!
50.9, the coefficienth is reduced by two orders of magni-
tude, while for P50.1, the factor h decreases further,
virtually by another order of magnitude.
014010Journal of Biomedical Optics
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On the other hand, the analysis of Eq.~15! shows that the
improvement factor of the SNR reaches its extremal le
when both conditions of Eq.~17! are satisfied.

3.2.1 Computer modeling
Figure 10 presents the results of computer modeling for
‘‘spatial’’ and ‘‘topological’’ distributions of the improvement
factor of the signal-to-noise ratioh obtained in the cases o
single @Figs. 10~a! and 10~b!, P51.0# and multiple @Figs.
10~c! and 10~d!, P50.12! scattering and in the regime o
polarization correction of the probing beam@Figs. 10~e! and
10~f!#. The parameters of the object scene model a seque
of layers of cancellous bony and fibrillar muscular tissu
with Dnx50.1, Dny50.03,andDr5rx2ry500.

The results of our modeling enable us to make the follo
ing conclusions:

1. In the regime of single scattering, the improvement fa
tor of the SNR reaches it extremal level(h→103) for
the polarization azimuthal anglesa0 and scattering
anglesQ corresponding to a background signal who
vector structure tends to the structure of linearly pol
ized radiation(by→min) @Figs. 11~b! and 11~c!#. Con-
versely, in the case when the informative and ba
ground signals are elliptically polarized(by* →max,bx*
→max), the coefficienth(a0 ,Q)→min tends to its
minimum vanishing in the limiting case, regardless
the difference of polarization azimuthal anglesDa @Fig.
11~a!#.

2. In the case of a multiply scattering muscular tissue,
level of h lowers by virtually three orders of magnitud
within the entire range of azimuthal anglesa0 and
anglesQ. This is due to the fact that the polarizatio
states of the informative and background signals
virtually indistinguishable in this caseDa→min; by*
'bx* @Figs. 11~d! to 11~f!#.

3. Polarization correction of the polarization state of a
ser beam probing a multiply scattering object scene
creases the improvement factor of the SNR by an or
of magnitude for virtually any scattering angleQ.

4 Automatic Polarimeter Design
The overall layout of the instrument is shown in Fig. 12. T
main optical elements of the polarimeter are the He-Ne la
~l50.6328mm, 10 mW!, the polaroid P, two quartz quarte
wave ~l/4! plates ~fourth order!, and the polaroid A as the
analyzer. By setting the polarization plane of P parallel to
optical axis of the first quarter-wave plate the object under
O ~a tissue sample! is illuminated by a linearly polarized ligh
beam, with the analyzer similarly coupled with the seco
quarter-wave plate.

The He-Ne laser beam is expanded by the afocal sys
~R! up to the diameter of 3 mm. The pinhole located in t
expansion optics removes the scattered light originating fr
secondary reflections in the resonator and optics contam
tions. The role of the half-wave platel/2 is to match the laser
beam polarization plane to the polarizer transmittance dir
tion and, at the same time, to control the light level at t
CCD matrix to avoid its saturation.
-8 January/February 2005 d Vol. 10(1)
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Fig. 10 Spatial-azimuthal and topological dependencies of the SNR improvement factor for singly and multiply scattering biostructures and in the
regime of polarization correction of the probing beam.
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The tissue sample is placed on the microscope slide. Th
slide with tissue is fixed in a mount, providing transverse
translations in two mutually perpendicular directions in the
range of 5 mm to enable us to choose various fragments of th
sample.

The sample image is formed on the CCD matrix by the
optical system composed of two microscope objectives OL
The overall dimensions of the quarter-wave plate and analyze
driving systems do not enable us to place the imaging optic
closer than 200 mm from the sample. The images registere
by the CCD matrix and the frame grabber are transferred in
digital form to the computer memory.

The half-wave plate, both quarter-wave plates, the polar
izer, and the analyzer are rotated by means of step motor
One motor step corresponds to 22.5 arcmin of the rotation o
an optical element.

Before making measurements, the automatic system cal
bration is performed in the following order:
014010Journal of Biomedical Optics
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1. The optical axes of quarter-wave plates are set para
to transmittance directions of polarizer and analyzer

2. The transmittance planes of polarizer and analyzer
set parallel.

3. The half-wave plate is rotated to obtain the maximu
signal level registered by the CCD matrix~without satu-
ration!.

4. Both the analyzer and the second quarter-wave plate
rotated into the crossed position with the polarizer.

5 Experimental Results
Figure 13 presents the results of experimental testing of
method of polarization laser probing of biotissues. Histolo
cal slices of biostructures placed in a sequence were
ployed as objects of our studies. The optical and morpholo
cal parameters of these objects correlated with the data
computer modeling.
-9 January/February 2005 d Vol. 10(1)
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Fig. 11 Polarization structure of the background and informative signals.
ct
ow-
As the objects under investigation, the following types of
morphological sections of biotissues were used:39–42

1. cancellous bone tissue~the absorption coefficientma

52.63 cm21, the scattering coefficient ms

560.02 cm21, the anisotropy parameterg50.88, the
birefringence indexDn50.1, the geometric thickness
z540mm)
a

is-
les,
uter

gle
,
ex-
ar-
g
al,

en
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2. skin derma(ma52.2 cm21, ms5185 cm21, g50.82,
Dn50.01,z530mm)

3. fibrillar muscular tissue (ma52 cm21, ms

5215 cm21, g50.96,Dn50.03,z530mm)

Experiments were performed with the following obje
scenes, skin derma and cancellous bony tissue for the foll
ing parametersDr'20 deg, a0520 deg @Fig. 13~a!#, and
Q50 deg@Fig. 13~b!#, and fibrillar muscular tissue and derm
tissue withDr'20 deg,a0520 deg@Fig. 13~c!#, Q50 deg
@Fig. 13~d!#, Q535 deg @Fig. 12~e!#, and Q555 deg @Fig.
13~f!#.

The results of measurements of the coefficienth(a0 ,Q)
demonstrate the efficiency of polarization probing of biot
sues within a sufficiently broad range of scattering ang
Q,20 deg. The discrepancy between the results of comp
modeling~solid lines! and experimental data~points! does not
exceed 10 to 20% within this range. As the observation an
Q increases, the coefficienth(a0 ,Q) noticeably decreases
while the discrepancy between theoretical predictions and
perimental data may reach 50 to 80%. This effect is app
ently due to the increase in the multiplicity of light scatterin
and the growth in the depolarization of the background sign
which is not included in theoretical modeling. However, ev
Fig. 12 Optical scheme.
-10 January/February 2005 d Vol. 10(1)
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Fig. 13 Experimental dependencies of h(a0 ,Q) for single scattering.
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in this regime, the improvement factor of the SNR remains
sufficiently high:h(a0 ,Q);10 to 100.

The results of experimental testing of the method of lase
probing with a fixed polarization state and correction of the
azimuth and ellipticity of polarization are presented in Fig.
14. In the figure, curves 1 to 3 were obtained for scattering
anglesQ50, Q520, andQ555 deg, respectively, illustrating
the efficiency of polarization probing of biotissues with a high
level of the depolarized background signal. The thickness o
ay
ive
ase
l

vel-
ined
—

014010Journal of Biomedical Optics
shading biotissue~skin derma! wasz5250mm. The results of
laser probing with polarization correction are presented
curve 4.

A comparative analysis of the experimental data reve
the growth in the improvement factor of the SNR by virtual
an order of magnitude for any angleQ.

A comparison with the results of analytical modelin
shows a satisfactory agreement between theoretical pre
tions and experimental data. The level of discrepancies va
from 10 to 30%. Lower SNRs obtained in experiments m
be due to some variance of orientations of optically act
elements in bony and muscular tissues, which may incre
the ellipticity of the object field19 and a variance of the optica
anisotropy of biotissues.

6 Conclusion
In practice, the results obtained may be useful for the de
opment of probing techniques and processing of the obta
BT images in OCT systems, and their novel modifications
MMOCT.
Fig. 14 Experimental dependencies h(a0 ,Q) for multiple scattering.
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